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Abst rac t - -For  a least-squares problem of m degree polynomial regression with n measured values 
(n > m T 1), the traditional methods need O(n2m) arithmetic operations. We prove that the 
arithmetic omplexity of this problem does not exceed O(n log22 m). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (x~, Yi), i = 1 ~ n, be the measured ata of n pairs, where xi ~ xj, if i ~ j .  We consider the 
following least-squares problem with the polynomial regression of degree m, 
Ily - f(x)l l2 = min (1) 
where 
y=(yl,y2,...,yn) T, 
f(x) = (f(xl),f(x2),...,f(xn)) T, 
f(xi)=ao+alxi+...+amX , 
i= l ~n, 
m + 1 _< n. Solving (1) by using some traditional methods, such as Householder transformation 
or QR decomposition, etc., requires O(n2m) arithmetic operations. In [1], we have shown a fast 
algorithm, which needs only O(nm) arithmetic operations. In the present paper we prove that 
the arithmetic complexity of the least-squares problem (1) does not exceed O(nlog22 m); this 
generalizes the result by Kung for the fast polynomial interpolation [2], (also cf. [3]). 
2. ALGORITHM 
The relation (1) can be expressed in the following Vandermonde form: 
lib - VTxlI2 = min, 
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where 
b = y x = (ao, a l ,  , am) T . . .  
VT = 1 x2 x 2 "'" xp  
2 m 1 Xn x n "'" x n 
The normal equations of (2) form a Hankel linear system of equations, 
VVT x = Vb,  
whose solution vector x, for given vector B and matrix V T, can be computed by means of an 
algorithm of [4] (cf. [5, p. 143]); this algorithm only requires O(nlog 2 m) arithmetic operations 
if n = O(m) .  This implies our main result. 
THEOREM 1. The arithmetic operational complexity of solving the least-square problem (1) is 
not more than O(n  log 2 m). 
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